The internet is rapidly becoming a major consumer of electricity with measurable economic and environmental impact. DVFS is employed in processors for balancing performance and power consumption. We apply DVFS to network controllers to reduce unnecessary power dissipation in networks. When receive and transmit buffers are relatively empty, energy is saved by lowering the packet processing rate. A simulation environment was developed to assess the energy savings achievable with this approach. Simulations show an average energy savings of 29% across various traffic loads and 19% across various congestion levels.
INTRODUCTION
In this research we investigate the potential for power saving in computer networks. As opposed to modern processors, which handle quite well idle periods, network controllers consume the same power whether they are idle or fully utilized. This problem stems from the desire to maintain open network links even when they are not utilized, thus preventing shutdown of relevant components. However, power consumption during low utilization periods can be reduced by lowering the voltage and frequency, which enable maintaining the links open and even handling low traffic loads. Higher voltage and frequency should be used only when needed, i.e. higher traffic loads which require higher processing rate. The frequency and voltage at any specific time point can be adjusted to the work-load. In network controllers, the work-load is indicated by the number of packets in it's transmit and receive buffers. In this research we examine a two-state (high / low) DVFS system: When using PBD, if the packet buffer is filled above a predefined threshold, a high power mode is used, enabling higher performance at the cost of higher power consumption. Once the packet buffer is emptied below a predefined threshold, a low power mode is selected, enabling lower power consumption at the cost of lower performance. In this research we examine the expected energy saving of PBD in a network system and how do network system conditions affect PBD energy saving.
SIMULATION MODELING
A configurable DVFS simulation environment was developed, simulating different traffic patterns transmitted via a TCP session with different network conditions and comparing energy consumption of different DVFS policies. We assume separate DVFS work-points (High/Low) and transmission rates for TX and RX. The simulated system is described in Figure 1 .
Figure 1. Simulation architecture scheme
Simulated PBD behavior can be observed in Figure 2 . At time units 6, 55, 63, 77, 162 and 301 the packet buffer size crosses the high threshold (20), causing a transition to high power mode. At time units 51, 60, 72, 159 and 297 the packet buffer size reaches the low threshold (10), affecting a transition to low power mode. All simulation runs start with empty packet buffers, and employ a real trace [1] that provides packet arrivals during 1600 seconds. The simulation proceeds beyond 1600 seconds until all packets are delivered and acknowledged. The network enters a congestion period 400 seconds after the end of the previous congestion period and stays congested for 200 seconds, in which time a packet is lost every 50 seconds. When summing up the energy dissipated during the packet transmission sessions in both TX and RX of both sides, energy consumption with PBD is 4,695J, compared to 5,217J without DVFS, saving 522J or 10% energy. 
ENERGY SAVING ACROSS TRAFFIC LOADS AND CONGESTION LEVELS
The effect of different traffic load levels on DVFS and energy savings is examined by modeling the packet arrival rate using Poisson distribution. We use a benchmark of random Poisson distributed packets arriving during 1600 seconds with a mean average of λ packets per second. Figure 3 compares the energy consumption with and without PBD across various traffic loads.
Figure 3. Various traffic levels energy consumption
Higher performance is required for high traffic loads; therefore, high power mode enabling high transmission rate at the cost of higher power/energy consumption is used. Higher transmission rates result in more packets being transmitted. During network congestion, some packets are lost. Each lost packet requires the network controller to retransmit the lost packet as well as all its following packets. The more packets transmitted in parallel the more packets required to be retransmitted in case of a lost packet. Every packet retransmission consumes energy in the transmission circuits and postpones shut-down. When the network is congested, lost packets prevent the actual progress of transmission, as the transmitted packets do not reach the other side, causing the performance advantage of high power mode to be wasted.
Figure 4. Various traffic levels energy saving
According to Figure 4 , the maximum energy saving of ~2.4KJ, 52% of the energy consumed with no PBD, is achieved at λ=1. A traffic load increase causes an energy saving decrease because high traffic loads fill the packet buffer above the threshold causing a transition to high power mode, consuming more energy. The total energy saved by using low power mode is at least 1.3KJ. PBD energy savings percentage across various traffic loads is between 21% and 52%, with a median of 29%.
We now observe the impact of PBD at various levels of network congestion. Ten congestion levels 1-10 were simulated, where 1 is the least congested network level and 10 is the most congested one. The packet arrival distribution is the same for all simulation runs to isolate network congestion effect on PBD energy saving.
Figure 5. Various congestion levels energy consumption
The energy saving benefit increases with congestion, starting with 200J during low congestion and reaching above 3KJ during high congestion. At the highest congestion level (10), PBD incurs lower energy consumption of 9KJ whereas no PBD dissipates more than 12KJ, resulting in more than 3KJ saving, about 26%. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We apply DVFS for the first time to network controllers and introduce a novel power management circuit, Packet Buffer DVFS (PBD). The DVFS operating-point is determined based on work-load as indicated by the number of packets in the receive and transmit buffers. A simulation-based study of energy savings benefits is reported, comparing a network system with and without PBD. The effects of various traffic loads and network congestion levels were examined as well. We show that PBD can achieve up to 52% energy savings. On average, it achieves 29% savings across traffic loads and 19% across congestion levels. A new simulation environment was developed for comparing DVFS mechanisms at varying conditions providing a base-ground for many future research works on various network DVFS policies.
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